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				[bookmark: post-item-6892]
				
					Trucking Companies Pressure Drivers into Dangerous Scenarios
 					By Butler Prather LLP on March 15, 2024
 										It requires an experienced driver with a clear head and a well-maintained vehicle to safely operate a semi-truck. When trucking companies push their drivers to the limit by forcing them to work long hours under unsafe and arduous conditions, it dramatically increases the chances that a collision will occur, and the true victim of one of these accidents could be you or someone you love.

						Read More about Trucking Companies Pressure Drivers into Dangerous Scenarios
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					Liability: Who Can Be Held Responsible for a Wrongful Death?
 					By Butler Prather LLP on March 5, 2024
 										There are people in our lives who make everything better. You probably know someone who can always cheer you up, even when things are going really badly. When you lose a special person in your life, there’s no way to replace them and all the wonderful things they do for you.

						Read More about Liability: Who Can Be Held Responsible for a Wrongful Death?
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					Fact Check: Motorcycles Are More Dangerous Than Cars
 					By Butler Prather LLP on March 5, 2024
 										Riding a motorcycle is fun, convenient, and a lot more economical than driving a car. People who are concerned about the environment appreciate the fact that motorcycles leave a much smaller carbon footprint than cars, trucks, and SUVs with combustion engines. But there’s no getting away from the fact that riding a motorcycle is more dangerous than driving an automobile.

						Read More about Fact Check: Motorcycles Are More Dangerous Than Cars
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					Understanding Trucking Regulations and Accident Liability
 					By Butler Prather LLP on February 25, 2024
 										A semi-truck is about 40 times bigger than a car. Crashes involving big rig trucks cause a high rate of fatalities and catastrophic injuries for people in other vehicles. That’s why it’s so important to prevent truck accidents. The trucking industry is regulated by state and federal laws. These rules are designed to ensure that trucks are properly maintained and safely loaded. There are also laws to make sure truckers are properly trained and don’t engage in unsafe activities, such as driving too many hours without taking a break or operating a truck while under the influence of drugs or…

						Read More about Understanding Trucking Regulations and Accident Liability
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					How Truck Accidents Are Different From Car Accidents
 					By Butler Prather LLP on February 15, 2024
 										If you suffered serious injuries in an accident involving a big rig truck, it’s challenging to get the compensation you deserve. That’s why you’ll want to find a personal injury lawyer with a proven track record of success in these cases.

						Read More about How Truck Accidents Are Different From Car Accidents
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					Costs of Rehabilitation for Traumatic Brain Injury Victims
 					By Butler Prather LLP on February 5, 2024
 										A traumatic brain injury (TBI) causes physical, emotional, cognitive, and psychological damage. These injuries have a traumatic impact on TBI victims and their families. In many cases, people who suffer TBI require a lifetime of medical treatment and assisted living care. These expenses are substantial. For a TBI patient, the lifetime cost of treatment is estimated to be between $85,000 and $3 million.

						Read More about Costs of Rehabilitation for Traumatic Brain Injury Victims
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					Burn Injury Rehabilitation and Its Impact on Legal Cases
 					By Butler Prather LLP on January 30, 2024
 										Burn injuries cause devastating physical and emotional damage. The recovery process is slow, painful, and difficult. Burn victims are likely to suffer devastating physical disability and disfigurement that could change your life forever. It’s crucial for victims to receive comprehensive burn care that addresses all of their symptoms, giving them the best opportunity to enjoy a healthy and fulfilling life.

						Read More about Burn Injury Rehabilitation and Its Impact on Legal Cases
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					Common Types of Products in Defective Product Injury Cases
 					By Butler Prather LLP on January 20, 2024
 										In a recent year, over 12.7 million people received emergency room treatment due to injuries caused by defective products. Manufacturers have a responsibility to make sure products are safe before releasing them to the public. Dangerous products must be recalled by the manufacturer as soon as they become aware of a defect.

						Read More about Common Types of Products in Defective Product Injury Cases
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					Why Do Falls Happen So Often on Construction Sites?
 					By Butler Prather LLP on January 10, 2024
 										If you’re a construction worker, you can feel proud about the work you do. Every building you see was made by construction workers, and this country could not exist without you.

						Read More about Why Do Falls Happen So Often on Construction Sites?
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					What Is a Tractor Trailer’s So-Called “Black Box”?
 					By Butler Prather LLP on January 5, 2024
 										Whenever an airplane crashes, you will hear reports in the media about efforts to recover the plane’s flight recorder, which is commonly referred to as the “black box.” A flight recorder contains crucial information about how the plane was operating at the time of the crash, and investigators use the flight recorder data to help determine what caused the crash.

						Read More about What Is a Tractor Trailer’s So-Called “Black Box”?
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            I was in a complex premises liability case involving a multinational corporations. Mr. Butler & his associates were always three steps ahead of these  defendants.  When they say they are "exceptional trial lawyers," this is not just a slogan but it is a way of life.”

              - Zack Hendon

					
        
        
        
        
      
    

    
      
        
          
            Let Us Review Your Case!

            With multiple verdicts over $100 million, we are dedicated to getting our clients the best possible results, whether by verdict or settlement. Fill out the form to schedule a free consultation.

          

          
            

          

          
        

      

    
    
      
         
           
            
              Come to one of our offices for a free in-person consultation.*

              * appointment required

              Atlanta Office

                12 Lenox Pointe NE, Atlanta, GA 30324

                View Map

              Savannah Office

                7 East Congress Street, Suite 400, Savannah, GA 31401

                View Map

              Columbus Office

                105 13th Street, Columbus, GA 31901

                View Map

            

    
          

          



        

      

    
    
      
        
           
            Butler Prather LLP
            Phone:

              (404) 321-1700

            Toll Free:

              (800) 242-2962

            Fax:
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